Setting the mood for your garden

staub key advantages +
Unique:
Our key advantages at a glance
staub designlight luminaires

Competitors

All cable sectional areas are determined
according to the required length to ensure
all luminaires deliver optimal brightness.

Customers are only offered standard cables or
must procure the cables themselves.
Consequently, the brightness of the luminaires
may vary when using different cable lengths.

Transformer

Transformers provide different output
voltages and are individually sized subject to
the number of luminaires and their wattage.
We thus ensure optimal brightness
and maximum lamp life.

All standard transformers provide an output
voltage of 11.5-14 V. Too low a voltage rating
may restrict the required lamp brightness.
Too high a voltage rating may damage the
lamps (bulbs) after a short time.

LED

Thanks to our unrivalled, patented module
technology, subsequent conversion from
halogen to LED lamps is possible at any time.

Subsequent conversion of halogen lamps fitted
in the luminaire to LEDs is not usually possible.

Luminaire
installation

All customized luminaire sets are delivered
ready to connect. They are installed and
ready for operation in no time.

Customers need to assemble the connecting
cables themselves, which significantly increases
the amount of time spent on the building site.

Luminaire
usage

All luminaires are suitable for use above or
below water in all light levels.

Halogen lamps of 35/50 W output power are
usually only suitable for use below water since
high operating temperatures may damage the
lamps when used above water.

Warranty

All staub designlight products manufactured
in-house come with a seven-year guarantee.

The luminaires come with a standard warranty
of two years, which is also often limited to
some extent.

Individuelle
Leuchten-Sets

Production
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After Sales
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www.staub-designlight.ch

Made in Switzerland:
All luminaires are individually manufactured
for you by our committed team.

Individual and competent support and
advice are a matter of course for us.

We shall be happy to assist you and your
customers with the design of your lighting
projects by phone or on site.

The luminaires are manufactured mainly
in China.
Individual and competent support and advice
are a matter of course for us. We shall be happy
to assist you and your customers with the design
of your lighting projects by phone or on site.
After sales service - if available at all - is only
provided by phone or in writing.

